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On the southern side, a small passage with 80 cm. gap is provided in between two dressed circular
boulders. Prefacing these, another two boulders are kept leaving a gap of 0.20 cm. sealed by two
horizontal door slabs. This is a common feature in all the excavated burials indicating a passage
through which the dead was carried and buried in the pit.
A filling composed of granite pebbles and boulders mixed with dark brownish soil is sent, down to
a depth of 82 cm. inside the cairn circle. Below this, upto a depth of 10*08 m., morrum is seen. A
secondary pit measuring 1 . 70 m. wide, in north-south direction is noticed along with tht; skeletal remains.
The pit when opened, showed three skeletal remains in different positions and levels.
The first skeleton in north-south orientation is exposed at a d<*pth of 1 ,95 m. with tin* kkull facing
the west. The skull is found resting over the rib bones. The clavicle and rib bones are iu a fragmentary
state. The metacarpus and phalanges arc not traceable, The fcmur} tibia and fdbula are found in disorder.
The second skeleton is placed slightly on a higher level, about 75 cms, to skeleton I. The skull is
facing west while the other bones are kept in easterly direction. It is also a secondary type of bund.
While lifting the above skeleton, another skull is found below in  a bad state of preservation
Except the long ones many other bones are found missing. Adjacent to this, a granite slab fixed vertically
is exposed and its purpose is not known.   The btirial is devoid of any objects,
Burial M. 2: This burial 14.5 m. farther west of burial- 1, is encircled by 19 granite boulders
having a diameter cf 6.60 m. On the southern side, a passage is provided from the main circle by 60 cm.
gap. There is another inner passage made with two granite slabs sealed with door slabs which are found
away from the original position. This 1,5m. passage to the grave is filled with kankar arid daik brown
clay.
The excavation revealed that the burial was used twice, as the skeletal evidences arc uncovered
from two different levels. A pit was cut from the inner passage end and dug upto a depth of 1 * 10 m.
An oval pit measuring 2 .40 m. in east-west direction and 1 .80 m, in north-south direction is laid bare.
But the skeletal remains are absent from the base level of the pit. A fractional burial with skull facing
south is uncovered at a depth of 70 cm. The skull, vertebrae and libs arc fragmentary. The long bone*
are found in good state of preservation* Except for a few coarse rcdwair sherds, no other finds are
encountered along with the skeleton.
At a later period, the burial was reused as evidercedby the find of 4 skeletons buried at the end of
the inner passage. All are laid in south-north direction at a depth of 60 cm, from the surface level. The
skeletons are found so close that even bones are mixed up. Not a single skeleton is found with articu-
lation. It can be surmised that all the skeletons could be of one family, dead of an epidemic or a
catastrophe.
Burial No. 3; This is situated 35 m. away from burial 2 to the north. It is 6,20 m. in diameter
encircled by 18 boulders, A passage is provided in between two boulders with a gap of 80 cm. on the
southern side. Inside the circle the passage is aligned with two door slabs of which only one is standing.
A pair of skeletal remains are found at a depth of 2. 10 m. placed over a bed of rectangular pit of
brownish clay.

